Physiol. Rev. 79, Suppl.: S47 -S75, 1999. -The purpose of this review is to collect together the results of recent investigations of anion conductance by the cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator along with some of the basic background that is a prerequisite for developing some physical picture of the conduction process. The review begins with an introduction to the concepts of permeability and conductance and the NernstPlanck and rate theory models that are used to interpret these parameters. Some of the physical forces that impinge on anion conductance are considered in the context of permeability selectivity and anion binding to proteins. Probes of the conduction process are considered, particularly permeant anions that bind tightly within the pore and block anion flow. Finally, structure-function studies are reviewed in the context of some predictions for the origin of pore properties.
I. CYSTIC FIBROSIS TRANSMEMBRANE
that the inherited disease cystic fibrosis was characterized by a defect in ion transport in both secretory and absorp-CONDUCTANCE REGULATOR: A CHANNEL tive epithelial cells (116) (117) (118) (119) . When the gene was identi-AND A CHANNEL REGULATOR fied by means of a positional cloning strategy that was In the years B.C., that is before cloning in 1989 of not driven by any presumption about the function of the the gene that encodes the cystic fibrosis transmembrane gene product, the determination of the primary structure of CFTR set off an explosion of studies aimed at defining conductance regulator (CFTR), it was well established S48 the function of this protein. Early investigations of CFTR circuit and that functions in a purely permissive fashion.
Like a valve, it permits ions to flow when it is open, but function were dominated by the question of whether CFTR was itself an ion channel or if, instead, it served to that flow must be driven by an external driving force, i.e., an ion concentration gradient or an electrical potential regulate other channels in the cell. Now, 10 years A.C., there is a substantial amount of evidence in support of difference. A purely dissipative element has no ability to couple free energy, derived from ATP hydrolysis or an the notion that CFTR functions as a Cl channel, but there is, in addition, a growing body of evidence that the pres-ion gradient for example, to the flow of something else.
This expectation for an ion channel was a source of some ence of CFTR can exert a regulatory influence on other Cl-selective channels and cation-selective channels (6, 10, consternation for those who attempted to predict the function of CFTR from its primary structure and apparent 48, 56, 61, 135, 144) .
This review focuses exclusively on the anion-selec-topology. The presence of two domains (NBF1 and NBF2) that were likely to hydrolyze ATP provoked an image that tive channel function of CFTR and, in particular, on the mechanism of ion conduction through the anion-selective was more that of a pump or transporter than that of an ion channel (see Fig. 1 ). It now seems likely, however, pore. Our understanding of CFTR anion conduction mechanisms is in a primitive state. Whereas the primary struc-that the hydrolysis of ATP at NBF1 and NBF2 is a crucial step in regulating the opening and closing of the CFTR Cl ture (80, 126, 128) of the cytosolic domains of CFTR and their homology to other proteins accurately foreshad-channel (5, 9, 72, 141, 158). This review focuses on the conduction properties of the open channel, but the reader owed the regulation of channel activity by protein kinase A and ATP, the amino acid sequence of the predicted should not lose sight of the fact that ATP hydrolysis could have functions other than opening and closing a Cl-conmembrane-spanning segments did not provide many clues as to how the pore might be formed. Important leads have ducting pore, particularly with regard to the emerging role of CFTR as a regulator of other channels, and as yet poorly emerged from several sources, however. One is the large number of mutations that have been identified in the gene, defined relationships to ATP transport (1, 60, 122, 123, 135) . In addition, Linsdell and Hanrahan (94) recently renow over 700. Mutations associated with disease of varying severity point the way to residues in the protein that ported an apparent ATP-dependent asymmetry in the conduction of organic anions through CFTR that may point may be important for conduction (107, 137, 138) . Amino acid conservation across vertebrates may also identify to some additional mode of ion transport by CFTR. ''critical'' residues (101) and, as always, we are free to apply all manner of guesses based on presumptions about A. Ohm's Law the underlying physics of the conduction process.
The aim of this review is to gather together the exThe most economical description of the behavior of isting information about CFTR anion conduction and to an ion channel is Ohm's law in which the flow of ions, examine what all of this may suggest about the mechaexpressed as an electric current (i), is written as the prodnisms that underlie the conduction process and are reuct of the conductance of the channel (g) and the total sponsible for the ion selectivity of the channel. Two feaelectrochemical driving force, i.e. tures of anion conduction through CFTR have emerged as particularly important. First, it appears that the entry i Å g(V m 0 E rev ) ( 1 ) of anions into the channel from the adjacent aqueous solution is strongly influenced by the ion-water interactions. Second, there is substantial evidence that some anions, where g is the conductance of a single channel (in pS), V m is the membrane potential (in mV) referenced to the e.g., SCN, bind tightly in the pore and that altered anion binding is a sensitive index of structural changes in the outside of the cell, and E rev is the reversal potential defined as the value of V m (in mV) at which i Å 0. The value conduction path. The review focuses on these properties. We begin with a review of the measurements that are used of E rev is determined by the gradients of permeant ions across the membrane as described below. The dissipative to define channel properties and a brief consideration of the models that are used to interpret them. In the process, or passive nature of the flow process is captured in the driving force term, V m 0 E rev ; if the net electrochemical we will have the opportunity to address some general questions about the design of an anion-selective pore.
force is zero, then ion flow is zero. In the presence of a net driving force, the magnitude of flow is determined by the conductance g, a concise description of the series of II. CONDUCTANCE AND PERMEABILITY events that results in ion translocation, i.e., 1) the movement of the ion from the aqueous solution into the channel, 2) translocation of the ion through the channel pore, For the purpose of this review, an ion channel is defined as a purely dissipative, conducting element, i.e., and 3) the exit of the ion on the other side. In any investigation of channel conduction properties, the behavior of one that can be represented by a resistor in an equivalent these two parameters, channel conductance and the E rev plot were a straight line, the definition of g would be straightforward; it would simply be the voltage-indepenfor single-channel current, are the principal basis for inferring ion translocation mechanisms. Both can provide im-dent slope of the i-V plot. This is rarely the case in general, however. Most i-V relations will, under some ionic condiportant information about the environment of the pore as experienced by permeating ions. tion, exhibit nonlinearities described as either inward or outward rectification. gating.) For a nonlinear i-V plot, the slope conductance is a useful description of the shape of the i-V plot, but it does not meet the criterion for an Ohmic conductance (38) . This is easily seen if one considers an i-V relation such as that shown in Figure 2 that exhibits marked outward rectification such that the slope of the i-V plot in the lower left quadrant approaches zero. The slope conductance of the channel is thus zero, despite the fact that the flow of inward current indicates that the Ohmic conductance must be nonzero. The Ohmic or ''chord conductance'' is the most appropriate measure of channel conduction properties and is defined by measuring the slope of a chord connecting any operating point of interest on the i-V relation with E rev . This chord would describe the ''instantaneous'' trajectory of i and V if, for example, a perturbation in V was made around the operating point and i was recorded during a time during which g did not vary. Clearly, at V m Å E rev , the slope conductance and the chord conductance are identical. The reversal potential for the current flowing through channel that exhibits strong outward rectification such that inward cura single channel is the voltage at which the total driving rent becomes voltage independent at hyperpolarized potentials. Lines force for ion flow is zero so that the current is zero. In S50 reverse when V m is equal to the equilibrium potential for [Cl] i pendent of the mechanism of ion permeation through the are extracellular and intracellular Cl concentrations, re-channel. Generally, a is defined as being equal to the ratio spectively, so that E rev is that value of V m at which the of the ''permeabilities'' for Cl and the substituted ion, i.e. electrochemical potential difference for Cl (Dm Cl ) is zero, i.e., thermodynamic equilibrium.
C. Reversal Potential
a Å P S P Cl (5) If more than one permeant ion is present, E rev is the voltage at which the net current due to the algebraic summation of all permeant ion fluxes is zero. Hence, E rev in where P S and P Cl are the respective permeabilities. But, this condition depends on the concentration of all of the what are the permeabilities and how are they related to permeant ions and their relative abilities to permeate the the underlying physics of the permeation process? channel. In the context of studies of anion permeation, For channels in which the fluxes of permeant ions the parameter of interest is most often the shift in E rev are not coupled, i.e., those that obey the Ussing flux-ratio when all or a portion of the Cl bathing the channel is criterion (149) (150) (151) , permeabilities can be thought of as replaced by a substitute ion. The behavior of E rev when tracer rate coefficients that would be measured if the unia permeant ion is substituted for Cl is most commonly directional flow of a labeled form of Cl or S were meainterpreted in terms of an expression for E rev that assumes sured in the condition at V m Å 0 (38) . This corresponds the following form if there are two permeant anions, for with the general notion of permeability as applied to both example, Cl and a ''substitute'' anion S electrolytes and nonelectrolytes and would apply to channels that contain, at most, one ion at a time. For channels that can be occupied by more than one ion at a time,
ͪ (3) however, the flows of permeant ions can be coupled. That is to say, the gradient of S can drive the flow of Cl, and vice versa. In such channels, the mechanistic interpretation of permeability is more complicated. Nevertheless, the E rev is the new value of E rev after equimolar substitution operational definition of the permeability ratio provided of S for Cl outside the cell
is empirically useful and is widely used to [Cl] i , and [S] o represent the respective concentrations of evaluate anion selectivity. In the context of macroscopic, Cl and the substitute anion outside and inside the cell, multichannel i-V relationships, the E rev has the important and a may be thought of as an empirical parameter that property of being independent of channel gating (the numprovides a quantitative measure of the ''similarity'' of the ber of open channels), because it is defined as the voltage substitute ion to Cl. It can be seen that the new value at which the ionic current is zero. of the E rev is determined by the concentrations of both permeant ions and that the contribution of the substitute III. MODELS FOR ION PERMEATION: ion is weighted by the ''similarity factor'' a. Clearly, in the INTERPRETATION OF PERMEABILITY limit ar0, E rev approaches the equilibrium potential for AND CONDUCTANCE Cl (E Cl ), and S is judged to be rather unlike Cl in its permeation.
The determination of a is relatively straightforward; The goal of measurements of channel permeability and conductance is to obtain information about the mechone measures the shift in E rev , DE rev , associated with the equimolar substitution of the ion S for Cl. When Cl is the anism of ion permeation. Permeant ions serve as probes or ''reporters'' of channel properties because the nature only permeant anion, the E rev is given by E Cl . Now, if a portion of the external Cl is replaced by the substitute of their interaction with the channel will depend on their physical properties as well as the structure and physical ion S, then the new value of E rev , E rev , before S has entered the cell in any significant amount, is given by Equation properties of the pore. Thus the interpretation of permeability or conductance, or the relation between these two 3, so that the substitution of S for Cl in the external bath produces a shift in E rev , DE rev given by the difference parameters, is dependent on adopting some physical model that describes the three-step process of permebetween E rev and E Cl (assuming that [Cl] i is constant) S51 ation: leaving water and entering the channel, translocat-be described by the Nernst-Planck (N-P) equation (38, 37) .
The movement of ions between the aqueous solution and ing within the channel, and exiting on the other side. The state of an ion in the aqueous solution bathing the channel the ''ends'' of the channel is viewed as an equilibrium distribution in which the ion ''partitions'' between water is perhaps best depicted using the language of coordination chemistry (8, 26, 30, 103) . The ion is coordinated or and the channel interior. The permeability of the channel to an ion i is defined operationally as the rate coefficient stabilized by a layer of water molecules with which it interacts strongly. The water molecules in this primary or for the unidirectional flow of a labeled form of i (tracer) through the channel in the condition V m Å 0 given by the ''inner'' hydration sphere, because of their association with the central ion, interact more strongly with other rate of unidirectional tracer flow (J i ) divided by the tracer concentration (C i ) (see Ref. 38 for detailed discussion). water molecules that form a secondary or ''outer'' hydration sphere. The energy of interaction between the ion The N-P equation, together with the equilibrium boundary assumptions, predicts that the permeability (P i ) is given and the inner sphere water molecules is appreciable, but the complex is nevertheless kinetically labile, and individ-by ual water molecules exchange with rates on the order of 10 012 s. For an ion to enter a channel, the highly favorable
interaction with coordinating water molecules must be partly or completely replaced by interactions with the where A is the cross-sectional area of the channel, b i is channel. The crystal structure of the bacterial K channel, the equilibrium partition coefficient between the aqueous for example, suggests that within the selectivity filter the solution and the channel interior, D i is the diffusion coef-K ion is completely (or nearly completely) dehydrated and ficient for i in the channel, and l is the length of the is tetrahedrally coordinated by carbonyl oxygens contrib-channel (so that the units of P are cm 3 /s) (38) . Note that uted by the peptide backbones of the four subunits (45). the units for P i reflect the fact that the area is incorporated It has been suggested that such dehydration could occur in the definition. If the area is factored out, the units in a stepwise fashion so that the overall rate of the process become centimeters per second. The permeability of the is increased (24, 32, 40, 49) . Andersen and Koeppe (4) channel to ion i is proportional to the partition coefficient envisioned the process by which an ion enters a channel (propensity to partition into the channel) and the diffusion in the following way. A hydrated ion diffuses through the coefficient (mobility within the channel) but is indepenaqueous bath up to the mouth of the channel where it dent of the concentration of i in the bath. The concentraforms an ''encounter complex'' and then an outer sphere tion independence of the permeability is a reflection of complex with the channel mouth. The next step involves the fact that the simple N-P model views the interior of loss of some or all of the waters of hydration in exchange the pore as similar to a dilute aqueous solution in which for solvation of the ion by polar groups within the channel ions do not interact. In practical terms, this means that (43, 115, 131). This is followed by diffusional translocation the channel is rarely occupied by an ion (37) and never within the pore and exit on the other side, involving again by more than one ion. Thus there is no ''competition'' the exchange of ion-channel interaction for ion-water in-between ions for entry into the pore, nor is there any teraction. The essence of the permeation process, as sug-coupling between the flows of permeant ions. gested by Doyle et al. (45) , is that the energy of interaction
The conductance of the N-P channel in the presence of the ion with the channel must be sufficient to balance of symmetric solutions and in the condition V m Å 0 can the energy required to dehydrate the ion, but the ion must, be derived in several ways (38, 37) and is given by nevertheless, remain mobile within the channel. In K channels (45, 108) and perhaps CFTR (147), the limitation
on mobility induced by tight binding is overcome by ionion repulsion due to multiple ion occupancy. The description of the three-step process of ion permeation has been where (g i ) o is the single-channel conductance, P i is the permeability as defined by Equation 6, and [i] b is the dominated by two types of model, one based on simple electrodiffusion and the other based on the theory of ab-symmetric bath concentration of the permeant ion i. As might be anticipated for a channel in which ions move solute reaction rates, which we outline here only in their simplest forms.
independently, the conductance of the channel is directly proportional to the permeability multiplied by the ion concentration. This relationship prompts us to view perme-A. Electrodiffusional Anion Channel ability and conductance of the N-P channel as being related parameters that measure different things. Permeability is best thought of as describing the experience of a In its simplest form, the electrodiffusion model views the process of ion translocation within the channel as single ion as it traverses the channel, whereas conductance is a measure of the rate of ionic throughput per unit identical to the diffusion of ions in water so that it can S52 driving force. Thus, if the concentration of i in the bath the ion with surrounding, polar water molecules must be balanced by favorable interactions with the peptide backwere reduced to zero, the permeability of the N-P channel measured using radiotracer flow would be unchanged, but bone or amino acid side chains that line the channel interior. Eisenman and co-workers recognized that if both the conductance would vanish. Conductance is proportional to permeability, but also depends on the abundance ion-water and ion-channel interactions were viewed as being dominated by electrostatic forces, then both would of the permeating ion in the conduction path.
It is possible to get an idea of the sort of prediction vary inversely with the radius of the ion. The smaller the ionic radius, the larger would be both the hydration enthat this type of model makes for CFTR conduction properties by letting the CFTR pore be a right circular cylinder ergy and the energy of interaction with charged or polar moieties in the channel. In the original Eisenman model, with a length of 50 Å and a diameter of 5 Å (37, 38 a greater tendency to partition into the channel so that value of 14 pS for g, the single-channel conductance at V m Å 0. Although this must be considered the crudest of the predicted selectivity sequence for a high field strength anion channel would be in the order of increasing ionic approximations, it is remarkable that the value is within a factor of 3 of the actual value of 6 pS, suggesting that the radius, i.e., F ú Cl ú Br ú NO 3 ú I.
In contrast, if the intrachannel environment is characdescription of ion translocation as a diffusional process provides a reasonable starting place for thinking about terized by a ''weak field strength,'' then the energetics of the partitioning process will be dominated by hydration anion conduction in CFTR.
energies, i.e., the smaller the ion, the more likely that it will be retained in the aqueous solution, and the selectivity B. Selectivity in the Nernst-Planck Channel sequence will be in the order of decreasing ionic radius: I ú NO 3 ú Br ú Cl ú F. The ability to selectively conduct a particular ion is For a weak field strength channel, the larger the ion, perhaps the most important physiological feature of an the more likely that it will escape its hydration shell and ion channel. Selectivity can be defined by comparing per-enter the channel. Variations in the field strength of the meability ratios or conductance ratios, and for the simple site produce five intermediate sequences. Although this N-P channel, these two approaches yield identical results, simple equilibrium model ignored some of the complexii.e., for two permeant ions A and B ties of the ion dehydration and channel solvation processes (see Ref. 43 ), for example, the effect of an ''optimal
( 8 ) fit'' into a cavity within the protein which stabilizes the ion (7), it served to focus attention on the importance of the balance between ion-water and ion-channel interacwhere the first term b A /b B has been referred to as the ''equilibrium selectivity'' in as much as it would compare tions in determining selectivity. The fact that the permeability selectivity sequence for CFTR more closely resemthe ratio of the probabilities that the channel would be occupied by ion A or B under equilibrium conditions. The bles that for the weak field strength model foreshadowed the importance of anion dehydration as an important facsecond term D A /D B has been referred to as the ''nonequilibrium selectivity'' because in the N-P model it reflects tor in determining the sequence of anion permeation through CFTR (6). the relative restriction to ion flow within the channel, due for example to steric constraints.
Eisenman and co-workers (39, 50, 162) developed a C. Rate Theory Model: Ion Binding unified theory of equilibrium ion selectivity that provides a useful framework for thinking about permeability ratios. The theory focused on the underlying forces that are ex-
The simple N-P channel is a direct extension of the continuum model for the electrodiffusional movement of pected to determine the equilibrium distribution of an ion between an aqueous solution and the channel interior. ions in a dilute aqueous solution, and it does not allow for any interactions between permeating ions. The predicted Eisenman and co-workers (39, 50, 162) reasoned that such a distribution would be determined by the balance be-permeability is concentration independent, and conductance is predicted to be a linear function of ion concentratween the energies associated with ion-water and ionchannel interactions, respectively. To remove an ion from tion. Evidence obtained from a wide variety of channels, however, including CFTR, suggests that ions interact with aqueous solution and place it inside a channel, the work required to overcome the highly favorable interaction of biological channels in a way such as to prolong the dwell S53 time of ions in the channel over that which would be expected for an equivalent volume of aqueous solution. This situation is modeled by assuming that a permeating ion associates transiently with ''binding sites'' that form part of the conduction path. Models incorporating ion binding can account for concentration-dependent ion permeability and the saturable relation between single-channel conductance and ion concentration, and also observations that suggest that ion flows can be coupled (38, 67, 68) . The single-channel conductance of CFTR is a saturable function of [Cl] o in symmetric solutions with a mean affinity constant (K 1/2 ) of Ç38 mM (146) . In addition, CFTR Cl conductance can be blocked by SCN (101), and in the presence of mixtures of SCN and Cl, CFTR conductance exhibits an anomalous dependence on the mole fraction of SCN (147) . These observations provide strong evidence for the binding of permeant anions in the pore of CFTR.
The N-P theory can be modified to incorporate the effects of ion binding in the permeation path (33, 88, 89) , but a conceptually simpler approach is based on the Theory of Absolute Reaction Rates or Eyring Rate Theory one point in a lattice of water molecules to another. Each in ion bath, defined as zero. point in the lattice of water molecules could be viewed as a binding site of sorts, and translocation involves a series of hops from one site to the next and so on. It is, the most widely utilized generalizations that are derived from this approach. The derivations are presented here therefore, straightforward to extend this formalism to an ion that hops from water into a channel, moves across in a highly condensed form. The details can be found in Reference 38 and a variety of other sources (67, 85, the channel, and hops out on the other side.
Although elements of the rate theory approach to ion 106, 160). Rate theory models are most properly regarded as conduction have been questioned (89), this formalism has become a popular way of envisioning ion transport models for the process of ion conduction rather than as models for the structure of the channel. Accordingly, the through pores for several reasons. First, because it describes ion movement as a series of hopping events driven process of ion translocation through a single-site, one ion channel is represented by the diagram shown in Figure 3 by thermal energy and the electric field, rate theory lends itself naturally to describing ion translocation in a setting in which crossing the channel requires two hops. In the first, an ion located in the ''capture volume'' in the aqueous in which it is envisioned that ions move by hopping from one site to the next and can associate more or less solution adjacent to the mouth of the channel hops into the channel and is able to interact with a ''binding site.'' strongly with each site. Second, because the formalism is basically that of reaction rate kinetics and compartmental In the second hop, the ion leaves the binding site and exits the channel, entering the aqueous bath on the transanalysis, it lends itself very well to thinking about permeability, which is best thought of in terms of the behavior side. The permeation process is represented as surmounting a series of two energy barriers, each of which of a labeled form of the ion (tracer) that is present in low molar abundance (36, 38) . Most importantly, the rate depicts in a very general way the forces that impact the ion translocation events. As indicated in section IIIB, these theory model provides an intuitively useful framework for understanding the difference in the behavior of permeabil-are envisioned as representing the difference in the energies associated with ion-water and ion-channel interacity and conductance in channels that bind ions. Here, we briefly outline the development of the simplest model for tions. For example, the height of the barrier to anion entry is presumably related in part to the fact that the ion must an ion channel, that in which the channel can accommodate only one ion at a time. More complex models can be be at least partially dehydrated, but the height of this barrier would be diminished by favorable ion-channel inenvisioned (32, 95) , but the simple model is intuitively accessible and contains sufficient complexity to introduce teractions. The depth of the energy well representing the site reflects the apparent affinity of the ion for some sort units of mol/s. The term (1 0 f o ) is the probability that the channel is unoccupied, and multiplying by this factor of binding site, and the depth of this well also contributes to the energy barrier to ion exit from the channel. Shown applies the constraint that ions may only enter an empty channel. in the diagram is a symmetric two-barrier, one-site energy profile for a channel that can be occupied by only one ion Efflux from the channel, e.g., J Cl m1 , is written as at a time.
The properties of the channel are specified in four J
, and k 2m , the magnitudes of which depend on the height of the relevant where N A is Avogadro's number and k m1 is the rate coeffienergy barrier (Fig. 3) . The relationship is assumed to be cient for Cl exit. Multiplying by f o expresses the fact that exponential and of the form exp(0DG p /RT), where DG p ions may only exit an occupied channel. is the peak barrier height. The preexponential term is Combining Equations 13-15 and solving for f o when taken to be the frequency of thermal vibration given by [Cl] 
. One criticism of the rate theory approach is based on the fact that this preexponential where
(16a) term is taken to be independent of the ion and its physical environment (21) . The four rate coefficients are written
As expected for a single-site binding process, the ocas cupancy of the channel saturates as [Cl] b is increased and the K 1/2 for the process is proportional to the ratio of the
( 9 ) sum of the off rates and the sum of the on rates. Inserting expressions for the rate coefficients for a symmetric 2B1S channel yields
where DG w is the ''depth'' of the energy well measured
( 12) with respect to the external bath. Note that because a value for the capture volume v is not easily specified, where the terms in DG represent the height of the barrier (1/v N A ) is usually set at 1 M so that values of DG w are that must be overcome in one hop, i.e., DG 1p Å G p 0 G b , referenced to a 1 M standard state (28), i.e. DG mp Å G p 0 G w , and DG 2p Å G p 0 G b . The preexponential factor is sometimes multiplied by a transmission coefficient, but the latter is usually set equal to unity (67) .
The net fluxes of the ion into, and out of, the channel must be equal in the steady state so that if these are written as the difference between the relevant one-way where C* b Å 1 M. hopping rates we obtain
The saturable occupancy of the 2B1S channel has important implications for the interpretation of perme-J
(13) ability and conductance measurements. Permeability, as noted earlier, is best defined in terms of a one-way tracer where J 1m , J m1 , J m2 , and J 2m are the unidirectional fluxes flow measurement through a channel that is always open into or out of the channel in molar units. Influx into the so that the permeability P Cl can be defined as channel, for example, J Cl 1m , is written as
[Cl] 1 (19) here v is the capture volume from which ions may enter where J
Cl
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The one-way flow of Cl through the channel is equal to 
(21) a measure of ionic throughput, requires not only that the channel be permeable to the ion, but also that the ion be present. If the intrinsic permeability (P 0 Cl ) is constant, then Here P Cl is seen to be the product of two terms, the right for [Cl] b õõ K 1/2 , as the abundance of the permeant ion most reflecting the intrinsic hopping rates into and out of increases the current that can be driven by an applied the channel and the left most pertaining to the concentravoltage increases linearly, just as it would in the N-P chantion-dependent loading of the channel. Clearly, as [Cl] b is nel in which ions do not influence each other. As [Cl] b increased, P Cl declines. This is because a tracer ion movbecomes comparable to K 1/2 , however, the effects of chaning from side 1 to side 2 must compete with unlabeled nel occupancy become apparent. Successive increments ions for the binding site in the channel. The maximum in [Cl] b produce smaller and smaller increases in g as value for P Cl defined in this way, denoted as P 0 Cl , is found increasing channel occupancy reduces the probability when [Cl] b Å 0 and is given by that the channel will be available to an entering ion. When (22) tance approaches a maximum given by
(27) It is useful to think of P 0 Cl as the ''intrinsic'' permeability of the channel, i.e., that which reflects only the rate coefficients for entry into and exit from an empty channel.
In this condition, the channel is occupied virtually 100% Thus the permeability of a channel defined by a tracer of the time, and throughput is limited by the rate of exit flux measurement is equal to the intrinsic permeability of ions from a loaded channel. This can be seen clearly multiplied by a factor that accounts for the fact that tracer if the expressions for K 1/2 and P 0 Cl are inserted in Equation may enter only unoccupied channels so that P Cl will equal 27, i.e. P The conductance of the 2B1S channel in the presence of symmetric Cl can be derived from the relation
is seen to be proportional to the intrinsic exit rate, k m2 , multiplied by the fraction of exiting ions that entered on the opposite side. For the symmetric case conwhere (g Cl ) 0 is the conductance of the channel at V m Å sidered here, however, k 1m Å k 2m so that 0, P Cl is the permeability determined at V m Å 0 by a tracer flow measurement, and [Cl] b is the symmetric Cl concentration. Inserting the expression for P Cl from Equation 21
because in the symmetric case, regardless of the barrier (24) heights, 50% of the exiting ions will have entered from the opposite side and, therefore, must represent conducted ions. which can be written as
D. Influence of Ion Binding on Permeability and Conductance
Although the predicted dependence of P Cl and g Cl on the energy barrier profile of a channel was derived above It can be seen that g Cl is proportional to the intrinsic channel permeability P involves the transient binding of ions in the channel. Probably the most important of these relates to the interpretation of experiments in which the selectivity of the conduction path is probed in an anion substitution experiment in which the ratio of the permeability of a substitute anion to that of Cl is estimated, by measuring the change in E rev , and the channel conductance is compared with and without the substitute ion. Here we develop the useful generalization that conductance and conductance ratios are very sensitive to ion binding, whereas permeability ratios are much less so. The dependence of g Cl on ion binding is readily apparent from Equation 25 , which shows that g Cl exhibits a saturable dependence on ion concentration, and Equation 27 , which shows that (g Cl ) max is directly proportional to K 1/2 so that high-affinity binding (low K 1/2 ) implies reduced conductance. In the symmetric model, it is particularly apparent that the maximum value of the conductance is inversely proportional to the well-to-peak energy embedded in the term k m2 so that tighter binding (increased well depth) decreases the rate of ion exit from the channel. All of this makes intuitive sense from the perspective that impede flow and reduce the maximum rate of throughput. of SCN reversal potential shifts to left as expected if P SCN ú P Cl , but A tightly binding, permeant ion will block or impede the conductance is dramatically reduced. flow of other ions that bind less tightly. From this perspective, highly conductive ions and ''blocking'' ions clearly represent two points on a continuum. For the purpose of of 36 Cl and labeled SCN could be determined simultaneously, in the presence of bathing solutions containing unillustration, we can examine some of the predictions of the admittedly over-simplified symmetric 2B1S model for labeled Cl or SCN in any combination. The unidirectional flows of both tracer ions would be reduced by occupancy CFTR with two equally spaced barriers and one well. The value of K 1/2 for the saturable dependence of g on [Cl] b of of the channel by Cl or SCN, but to an identical extent.
That is to say, in the ratio P SCN /P Cl (determined at V m Å 38 mM reported by Tabcharani et al. (146) would predict a well depth of about 03.3RT, with respect to a 1 M stan-0), the term describing channel occupancy would be identical for either ion and would cancel out so that the meadard state. The well-to-peak energy that governs maximal conductance would be Ç14.5RT if g Å 10 pS (symmetric sured ratio would be equal to the ratio of the intrinsic permeabilities of the channel to Cl and SCN. [Cl] b Å 100 mM), yielding a peak barrier height of 11.2RT. The behavior of SCN is particularly interesting because it This result is particularly important with regard to the use of E rev values to estimate permeability ratios (see is highly permeant but also blocks the channel. A permeability ratio P SCN /P Cl of 3.3 translates into a difference in sect. IIC). It is useful to think of E rev shifts as measuring the ratios of intrinsic permeabilities (38) . As shown in the peak barrier height of 1.2RT. The tighter binding of SCN would be compatible with a well depth of 06RT for Equation 22 for the 2B1S model, the intrinsic permeability is given by the rate coefficient for ion entry into the this ion (Fig. 4) .
The absolute permeabilities measured for the 2B1S channel multiplied by the fraction of entering ions that exit on the trans-side. This fraction is independent of well channel will also be sensitive to ion binding, as shown by Equation 21 . The same effect that reduces maximum depth, however, because any change in depth will affect the probability of an ion leaving the channel in either conductance will also cause tracer ions to experience more difficulty in finding an unoccupied channel as [Cl] b direction equally. On the other hand, the intrinsic permeability is very sensitive to barrier height, in the simple is raised. Permeability has a unique value as a comparative tool, however, in that it is possible, in principle, to com-2B1S model, the barrier to entry into the channel. Thus the permeability ratios, estimated from shifts in E rev , for pare the permeability of the channel with two different ions under identical conditions. The simplest way to envi-a 2B1S channel will be relatively insensitive to well depth (ion binding) and highly sensitive to peak height (ease sion such a comparison is in terms of a double-label, tracer flow experiment. For example, the one-way fluxes of entering the channel), as recognized by Bezanilla and Armstrong (11). This prediction is consonant with the fact The intramembrane diffusion coefficient D i can be written as (12, 67) that the E rev , because it is determined at zero current, is not dependent on the rate of ionic throughput. Channel conductance, on the other hand, measures the time-average rate of ion flow and is expected to be very sensitive
to anion binding in the channel. Thus it is useful, although not completely accurate, to think of permeability ratios as comparing the ease with which anions leave the aqueous so that in the product b i D i , the term representing the well solution and enter the pore, whereas the relative conducdepth (G w ) drops out, i.e. tance can report the tightness of binding to sites in the conduction pathway. The dichotomy between permeability ratios and conductance ratios for CFTR is well illustrated by the behavior of SCN. Figure 4 shows two macro- Thus, for any permeability ratio, say P j /P i , we obtain the 90% of the Cl by SCN. In the presence of SCN, the E rev result that shifted to more negative values, indicating that P SCN /P Cl ú 1, but the conductance measured at the reversal potential is dramatically reduced. This behavior is predicted for an anion that enters the channel more readily than Cl but
sticks tightly once inside. As always, one must approach with caution any attempt to generalize such predictions to real channels, in particular those that can be occupied by more than one permeant ion (67, 68, 147) , but they permeability ratios are not sensitive to ion binding. But what then are the properties of a free solution or N-P provide a useful guide or zeroth approximation.
channel expressed in the language of rate theory? The hallmark of the simplest N-P channel is short residence time for the ion within the channel. The channel is never E. Linking the Nernst-Planck and Rate seen by an entering ion as being occupied, and there is no Theory Models saturation of channel conductance as the concentration of permeant ions in the bath is raised. The free solution 2B1S The simplest N-P model, as presented here, repre-channel, therefore, is one characterized by a shallow or sents a limiting case in which the interior of the channel no energy well. For example, in relation to Figure 3 , if is viewed as an equivalent volume of aqueous solution G w Å G b so that the well depth is zero, the K 1/2 for the where ions move without interacting with the channel or dependence of g on concentration is 1,000 mM. If the each other. It is important to point out, however, that the concentrations of permeant ions in the bathing solution physical parameters that characterize the permeability of are significantly less than the K 1/2 , then the conductance the N-P channel can be readily interpreted within the exhibits a simple linear dependence on the permeability framework of the simple rate theory description. The per-given by Equations 7 and 26. meability of the N-P channel to an ion i is given by Finally, we note that there is perhaps a subtle deception effected by the tendency, within the rate theory formalism, to view well depth and peak height as indepen-
dent parameters. This seems unlikely to be the case in general, and one might expect, for example, that channel modifications that reduced the binding of ions by reducing where A is the channel area, b i is the channel/bulk solu-the ion-channel interaction energy might also influence tion partition coefficient, D i is the intracellular diffusion the peak height, which is expected to depend in large coefficient, and Dx is the length of the channel.
part on the balance between ion-water and ion-channel The partition coefficient for the simple 2B1S channel interactions. This effect is, in fact, seen in CFTR mutations (Fig. 3) is a function of the well depth, G w 0 G b , i.e. like G314E, which destabilizes relative anion binding, but also reduces single-channel conductance rather than increasing single-channel conductance as would be ex- 3 , that, when incorporated into a lipid bilayer, of Hydration Energy gave rise to cation-selective channels, again in the absence of any charge on the peptide. Although anions and cations Studies of anion conduction by CFTR and several are predicted to interact differently with a peptide strucother anion channels have established two important ture because of the difference in their net charge, Levitt properties of the anion conduction path. First, compared (90) called attention to the fact that the cation selectivity with cation channels, anion channels tend to be rather of gramicidin could arise in part from the fact that more nonselective. Second, certain anions bind within the pore work is required to dehydrate an anion than a cation of such that they act as blockers of the channel (13, 58 146, 147, 157) . These two characteristics have been compared the free energy required to transfer anions and derived from a comparison of permeability ratios and concations from water to dimethylformamide, a compound ductance ratios for permeant ions, the former reflecting which might be viewed as a model peptide. They found primarily the relative ease with which an anion enters the that the transfer of univalent cations was favored over that channel and the latter reporting the tightness of anion of anions by anywhere from 2 to 13 kcal/mol, although this binding. Representative values for permeability and condifference reflects, in part, stronger interactions of cations ductance ratios for several anion channels are compiled with the aprotic solvent (35, 100). Levitt (90) proposed in Table 1 . Although it is not possible to specify exactly that anion selectivity might require either the placement how these properties arise, studies of CFTR as well as of positive charges in the channel or that the effective other anion channels, viewed in light of the known properdiameter of the channel be sufficiently large that the anion ties of anions and water, provide the basis for some procould migrate through the channel while retaining some vocative speculation.
of its waters of hydration. A similar conclusion was One approach to identifying the critical design critereached by Dorman et al. (43) who used a Monte Carlo ria for an anion channel is to examine the behavior of approach to simulate permeation energetics in the gramimodel systems for which the structure is more or less cidin channel. They considered interaction between established. One candidate for such a comparison is the anions and cations and the peptide backbone of the chanchannel formed by the antibiotic gramicidin (43, 90). It nel as well as ion-water interactions and concluded that has been proposed that the channel is formed from a the lack of anion permeation was primarily attributable dimer consisting of two helical peptides joined at the to the increased energy required to remove the anion from amino-terminal ends. Each helix consists of 15 alternating water so that anion permeation might require a larger L-and D-amino acids, containing 6.3 peptide units per turn.
cross section so as to accommodate the more highly hyThis arrangement dictates that the lining of the channel drated anions. This perspective seems to fit, in a general is formed by the carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen way, the findings for a number of anion channels that are, atoms of the polypeptide backbone, whereas the side chains face the surrounding lipid. The channel contains as a group, relatively nonselective and in which perme-S59 ability ratios, which measure the ability of an anion to
The importance of the structural context in which charges that line the pore may act to influence permeabilenter the channel, fall in the order predicted on the basis of hydration energy, i.e., a ''weak field strength'' site se-ity and conductance was highlighted by the experiments of Galzi et al. (57), who attempted to design anion-selecquence according to Eisenman and Horn (50) ( Table 1) .
There is evidence that positive charges may be im-tive variants of a GABA receptor (GABAR)/GlyR homolog, the acetylcholine receptor. In the acetylcholine receptor portant for anion selectivity. The structure of the transmembrane segments presumed to line the pores of the GABA A (AChR) M2 segment, glutamates at position 237 are thought to contribute to a cytoplasmic ring of negative receptor and the glycine receptor (GlyR) both contain arginines near the cytoplasmic and extracellular ends that have charge, whereas the corresponding position in the GABAR and GlyR M2 receptor is occupied by an alanine. The been implicated in anion/cation discrimination. When Langosch et al. (83) incorporated the presumed pore-lining GlyR adjacent residue (238) is an arginine in GABAR and GlyR M2 and a lysine in the AChR M2. Replacing glutamate-237 M2 peptides into planar bilayers, they observed multiple unitary conductance events, some anion selective but some with alanine resulted in an anion-selective channel, but only if an additional neutral residue (proline or alanine) cation selective. A modified peptide, however, in which the terminal arginines were replaced by glutamic acids led to was inserted between positions 236 and 237 to bring the length of the M2 segment or the MI-M2 linker into register the formation of cation-selective channels. Reddy et al. (121) reported that peptides modeled after the M2 segment of with that of GABAR and GlyR. This important result strongly suggests that although anion to cation selectivity GlyR, when incorporated into planar bilayers formed at the tip of a patch pipette, gave rise to channel events that exhib-is likely to be charge dependent, the structural context in which potential permeant ions experience these charges ited distinct anion selectivity (P Cl /P K Å 5.6). In contrast, an identical peptide in which the flanking arginines were re-can be critical. The results obtained by Mansoura et al.
(101) in studies of mutant CFTR suggest that a similar placed with glutamic acids produced cation-selective channel events (P K /P Cl Å 5.3). Furthermore, a tethered tetramer caution will apply to the results of charge substitution experiments in the CFTR Cl channel. of M2 GlyR peptides also formed anion-selective channels (P Cl /P K Å 9.0). Oblatt-Montal et al. (111) assayed the channelforming abilities of peptides modeled after the first six mem-B. Anion Binding brane-spanning segments of CFTR. Only two, transmembrane segment (TM) 2 and TM6, gave rise to channel-like activity. Both of these peptides contain arginines and/or lyCollins (25) (26) (27) has called attention to the roles of ionwater and water-water interactions in the binding of ions to sines near their ends.
The importance of the arginine residues in GlyR was proteins. The tightness of binding of water to individual ions can be compared by comparing the entropy of pure water also apparent in a mutant form, R271Q, associated with the inherited disease hyperekplexia, which exhibited a with that of the water near an ion. For small ions like F 0 or Li 0 , the difference between the entropy of bulk water diminished single-channel conductance (84) . Arginine has also been implicated in anion selectivity in the glutamate and that of water near an ion is negative, because the tightly held water molecules are less mobile than those in bulk receptor channel. The so-called ''Q/R site'' in the glutamine R2 subunit was identified as being important for water. Small ions that strongly immobilize water are classified as kosmotropes. Ions for which this entropy difference calcium permeation and also block by polyamines (18, 19) . It was also found, however, that the Q to R substitu-is positive are surrounded by more loosely bound water and are called chaotropes. The latter group tends to absorb to tion increased the relative anion permeability such that, in the presence of high external calcium, the ratio P Cl /P Cs weakly hydrated surfaces, driven by the strong water-water interactions that tend to exclude the ion. Thus chaotropic was 1.4, i.e., with regard to these two similarly sized ions, the channel behaved as if it was anion selective.
ions are predicted to be ''sticky'' because they can be pushed out of water onto weakly hydrated surfaces even in the There is evidence that the membrane-spanning peptides that appear to be important for the conduction path absence of any strong ion-surface interaction. If values of the entropy difference between bulk and bound water for of anion-selective channels can induce anion permeation in cell membranes. Wallace et al. (154) reported that if univalent cations and anions are plotted versus ionic radius, it is apparent that the isentropic point occurs at a larger apical membranes of Madin-Darby canine kidney monolayers were exposed to a GlyR M2 peptide modified to radius for anions, another reflection of the fact that anions begin to immobilize water at a lower charge density than contain four lysine residues at the carboxy terminus, Cl secretion was induced. Recently, Lencer et al. (87) re-do cations (130). On this scale, Cl is modestly chaotropic and other halides more so as the increasing radius weakens ported that a class of compounds called cryptdins, which are related to neutrophil defensins, induced Cl secretion the ion-water interaction. This implies that ions like SCN, that are weakly hydrated, may be more likely to stick inside in monolayers of T84 cells. The most active peptide, cryptdin 3, contains eight arginines and three lysines. ion channels.
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In their simulation of the gramicidin channel, Dorman which DPC was applied. This suggested a model in which DPC could reach its binding site within the channel by et al. (43) discovered an anion/cation difference that could be important for anion binding. In modeling the interac-entering the channel from either side (as well as by crossing the lipid portion of the membrane), but in which it tion of ions with the peptide backbone of gramicidin, they found that the interaction energy for cations was more or was more difficult for the blocker to access the site from the extracellular than from the cytoplasmic side. less position independent, whereas that for anions was characterized by peaks and wells. This result, which is B. Sulfonylureas independent of any side chain that might line a pore like that of CFTR, suggests that the intrinsic nature of the Sheppard and Welsh (139) showed that the sulfonylanion-peptide backbone interaction might lead to the ap-ureas, glibenclamide and tolbutamide, both inhibited macpearance of energy wells or binding sites. It is also note-roscopic cAMP-activated currents in NIH 3T3 and HeLa worthy that the interaction of the backbone with anions cells expressing CFTR. Venglarik et al. (153) used patches was predicted to be more favorable than that with cations excised from CFTR-expressing mouse L cells to study the because of the influence of the peptide dipole.
mechanism of tolbutamide block. The compound behaved as a relatively ''fast'' blocker in that exposure of the cytoplasmic side of the patches to 200 mM tolbutamide caused V. POTENTIAL PROBES OF THE PORE an apparent reduction in single-channel amplitude and a distinct increase in open-channel noise. The action of Generally, Cl channels do not appear to be the target for the sort of highly specific blockers that have been so tolbutamide was quantified by analyzing the drug-induced fluctuations in current. At a concentration of 1 mM, tolbuuseful in deciphering the structure of voltage-dependent Na and K channels, but in the interval since the identifica-tamide induced a clearly discernible high-frequency Lorentzian (corner frequency Å 650 Hz), and the concentration of CFTR, it has become apparent that there are several classes of compounds that may provide useful probes tion dependence of the corner frequency was in accord with the prediction of a simple three-state (CRrORrB) of the CFTR protein. These include the arylamino benzoates [e.g., diphenylamine-2-carboxylic acid (DPC) and flu-model in which the drug interacts with the open state of the channel. fenamic acid], the sulfonylureas (e.g., glibenclamide), disulfonic stilbenes [DIDS, 4,4-dinitrostilbene-2,2-disulSchultz et al. (134) analyzed blockade of single CFTR channels by glibenclamide. In the absence of the drug, fonic acid (DNDS)], and certain permeant, polyatomic anions (e.g., SCN and the pseudohalides). In addition, po-single channels in detached paths from CFTR transfected L cells (at 32-37ЊC) exhibited gating behavior consisting lar thiol reagents have been used as probes of the pore of CFTR constructs in which cysteine residues have been of bursts containing short-lived closures. Exposure to glibenclamide on the cytosolic side produced a concentrainserted into suspected pore-lining TM.
tion-dependent reduction in the burst duration consistent with a CRrORrB mechanism. The apparent affinity was A. Arylamino Benzoates 14 mM, a result of an apparent higher affinity of the bound state than that for tolbutamide. Fluctuation analysis of The arylamino benzoates were developed by Greger channel activity from multi-channel patches revealed that and co-workers (46) as blockers of epithelial Cl channels, glibenclamide induced an additional Lorentzian compoand they showed that DPC as well as related compounds nent in the power density spectrum in the range of 3-40 blocked Cl conductance in renal epithelial cells. The Hz. The sulfonylureas are potentially of great interest as mechanism of DPC blockade of CFTR was first investi-CFTR ligands. They are known to interact with the sulfogated by McCarty et al. (104). They studied macroscopic nylurea receptor, also a member of the ATP binding casas well as single-channel CFTR currents using human sette superfamily of proteins (134) , and interest in the CFTR and an oocyte expression system. In a macroscopic effect of these compounds on insulin secretion stimulated setting, they found that after exposing an oocyte to 1 mM the exploration of literally thousands of related com-DPC, partial block of CFTR currents ensued immediately, pounds that can be assayed for potential CFTR specificity. but a steady-state condition was not reached for 7-10 At present, the nature and location of the binding site has min. In the steady state, the attenuation of the macro-not been explored in detail, but the kinetic behavior is scopic current exhibited a distinctive voltage dependence consistent with mechanisms that involve occlusion of the with slight or no block evident at holding potentials posi-channel due to binding in the pore. is without effect. Linsdell and Hanrahan (93), however, urea, also appeared to produce blockade of CFTR which, although modest, was discernible as a flicker in the singleshowed that both DIDS and DNDS blocked macroscopic CFTR-mediated Cl currents in detached patches from channel record. baby hamster kidney cells when present on the cytoplasmic side. In both cases, the block exhibited a voltage E. Permeant Ions dependence consistent with a blocking mechanism in which these divalent anions entered the pore from the Permeant anions must, by definition, enter, interact cytoplasmic side. The apparent affinity of the DIDS was with, and traverse the CFTR pore, and this characteristic about twice that of DNDS. Block by DNDS was nearly makes them potentially very useful probes of the pore abolished in the R347D CFTR construct, whereas that by interior. The CFTR, and anion channels in general, tend DIDS was reduced but still readily apparent. This result to be relatively nonselective; a large number of inorganic is of interest because it suggests a possible similarity be-and organic anions that differ widely in their size and tween CFTR and certain outwardly rectifying channels shape appear to permeate (13, 63, 67, 101, 146) . The differstudied by Bridges et al. (15), although in the latter, DNDS ences in physical properties across such a large panel of block occurs with much higher affinity (2-3 mM) and the anions should make it possible to infer what properties block by DIDS is irreversible.
(e.g., size, hydration energy, polarizability) are most important for permeation. For example, Tabcharani permeation in CFTR and found that the sequence of permeability ratios was P I ú P Br ú P Cl ú P F , consistent with Overholt and co-workers (112, 113) first called atten-that predicted on the basis of the ease of dehydration of tion to the fact that large anions such as glutamate, which the anions. This sequence was only observed, however, if are expected to be impermeant (or modestly permeant), special attention was paid to the behavior of the iodide can block CFTR from the cytoplasmic side. In guinea pig ion which, as described in section VE4, appears to interact cardiac myocytes, as well as T84 cells and transfected strongly with CFTR in a way that leads to a modification HEK 293 cells expressing human CFTR, they found that of its own permeability ratio (P I /P Cl Å 2 to P I /P Cl Å 0.4). the shape of the whole cell i-V relation was linear in the It seems likely that understanding the behavior of anions presence of symmetric 150 mM [Cl] o . Reduction of [Cl] i by like I and SCN, which bind tightly inside the channel, will substitution of glutamate or sucrose produced outwardly be central to deciphering the structure of the conduction rectifying currents that could not be attributed to the Cl path. concentration gradient, as predicted by the GoldmanHodgkin-Katz equation. Rather, the rectification appeared 1. SCN as a probe of Cl channels to be attributable to block, in particular by the intracellular substitute anion glutamate. The concentration and Tabcharani et al. (147) provided evidence for tight binding of the polyatomic anion SCN in the CFTR pore. voltage dependence of the block was consistent with a pore containing a single binding site for which Cl and From 1 to 10 mM SCN on the cytoplasmic side of detached patches blocked Cl currents, and this effect was abolished glutamate could compete, which could be accessed more readily from the cytoplasmic side of the pore. Sucrose when R347 in TM6 was substituted with aspartic acid (R347D). Equimolar, symmetric substitution of SCN for substitution for [Cl] i reduced but did not eliminate rectification. The authors suggested that under physiological Cl produced an anomalous mole fraction effect (147), i.e., at low concentrations of SCN, single-channel conductance conditions intracellular anions could influence the magnitude of inward current (outward Cl flow).
was reduced, reaching a minimum at Ç15 mM, but further increases in the mole fraction of SCN {X SCN Å [SCN]/ Linsdell and Hanrahan (92) reported similar findings for CFTR expressed in Chinese hamster ovary cells. They ([SCN] 0 [Cl])} actually increased conductance. This behavior is consistent with a model in which the CFTR pore studied single channels in detached patches and obtained direct evidence for a voltage-dependent, flickery block of can be occupied by at least two SCN ions at one time.
The anomalous mole fraction effect was abolished in the CFTR by glutamate or gluconate that was only seen when ions were present on the cytoplasmic side of the patch. R347D construct, and if a histidine was substituted for R347 (R347H), the blocking effect of SCN (X SCN Å 0.075) The magnitude of the voltage dependence was consistent with the ion experiencing from 30 to 60% of the transmem-was greatly enhanced at pH 5.5, suggesting that the presence of the positive charge is important for the high-affinbrane potential as it accessed the binding site. The magnitude of the blocking effect at negative potentials was en-ity SCN binding. The single-channel conductance of R347D was reduced to Ç50% of wild-type CFTR and was hanced when [Cl] 35 SCN from human red blood cells and found that SCN had the highest apparent affinity atomic anion behaves in E rev assays as if P SCN /P Cl ú 1, but also acts as a channel blocker (see Fig. 4 ). The general for the transporter of any inorganic ion and that the rate of SCN equilibrium exchange was ú20 times less than that similarity in the behavior of SCN across anion channels suggests that sites to which SCN binds with relatively high for Cl. These observations are consistent with a model in which SCN interacts strongly with an anion binding site affinity could be a general feature of these proteins. Nearly 40 years ago, Hutter and Padsha (71) found that as little on the exchanger and slows the conformational changes that are the basis for the anion exchange process. as 10% SCN in the external bath increased the membrane resistance of frog skeletal muscle by 70%. Harris (64) In an elasmobranch muscle in in the pore. A survey of the literature reveals that there is abundant evidence that arginine residues may be critical which the resting Cl conductance can be more than sevenfold higher than the resting K conductance, Hagiwara components of anion binding sites in a variety of proteins. Arginine may be well suited to be involved in anion and Takahashi (62) reported that replacing Ç10% of [Cl] o with SCN reduced membrane conductance by Ç75%. In binding. Its positive charge is located at the end of a long, flexible side chain, and the guanidinium group cona later study of frog muscle, Vaughan (152) reported that at extracellular pH 5, the addition of 5 mM SCN to a tains five hydrogen bond donors in a planar array (74, 125) . This results in the guanidinium moiety being the solution containing 23 mM Cl reduced currents by Ç25%. In some, but not all, of these studies (62, 71, 148, 152) , most highly hydrated of the amino acid side chains (120, 159) so that the strength of any ''binding'' interaction substituting SCN for extracellular Cl produced an anomalous mole fraction effect, i.e., the conductance passed between the side chain and a permeant ion would depend on the net free energy change associated with the change through a minimum and then increased as X SCN was raised. In all of these studies, however, it was found that in ion-water, side chain-water, ion-side chain, and waterwater interactions. The halides, particularly Cl, are the apparent permeability for SCN exceeded that of Cl. Recently, it was reported that SCN blocks an I-selective strong hydrogen bond acceptors that might compete with water for interaction with arginines (73), a principle channel in thyroid cells (58) .
More recent studies of single Cl-selective channels that has been exploited in the design of anion-sensitive electrodes (41, 47). are also consistent with models in which SCN binds tightly in Cl channels. Bormann et al. (13) studied single-channel Anion binding to soluble proteins like serum albumin (75, 76, 109, 110, 114, 132, 133) and hemoglobin (23, 77 , currents through glycine and GABA receptor channels and found that P SCN /P Cl was Ç7, but conductance ratios ranged 78, 127) is well documented. Anion binding to albumin has been particularly well studied and modeled on the from 0.54 to 0.75. As little as 2% SCN produced channel blockade. White and Miller (157) found that SCN blocked basis of at least two classes of sites of differing affinity (109, 110) . SCN binds more tightly than Cl, and several the Cl channel, now known as ClC-O, reconstituted from Torpedo electroplax. SCN block was voltage dependent studies associated the binding of SCN and other anions with arginine residues. Pande and McMenamy (114) used and competitive with Cl, but SCN currents could not be detected. In an apical, outward rectifying channel from chemically modified bovine albumin to infer that SCN binding was primarily to arginine residues and that the T84 cells, Halm and Frizzell (63) found that P SCN /P Cl Å 2, but single-channel conductance was reduced when positive charge was important for the binding site. Jonas and Weber (75) reached a similar conclusion in a study X SCN Å 0.2 (63). Single-channel studies also supported the notion of anomalous mole fraction behavior of SCN, of the binding of the hydrophobic anion 1-anilinonaphthalene-8-sulfonate to albumin. This conclusion was strengthsuggesting that there are multiple binding sites for SCN and that two of these linear, polyatomic anions can reside ened by the results of Norne and co-workers (109, 110) who used NMR methods to study anion binding to human in the channel at one time (13, 63, 147).
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serum albumin. The results were consistent with two the peptide backbone may interact strongly with anions.
Finally, arginine residues within membrane-spanning segclasses of sites, both of which interacted strongly with SCN as well as two other pseudohalide anions, Pt(CN) 4 for the GABAR and GlyR channels (13, 54) and for an The exact nature of the anion binding reaction is not outwardly rectifying channel from T84 cells (63) . A double known for any protein, but it has been noted that the mutation in TM6 (TT338:339AA) appeared to increase the selectivity of binding tends to follow the so-called lyo-apparent size of the CFTR pore. Smith et al. (143) investitropic or Hofmeister series (34, 156), i.e., Au(CN) 2 ú gated interactions with CFTR of a large family of poly-SCN ú NO 3 ú Br ú Cl.
atomic anions related to SCN and known as pseudohaTight binding ions, like SCN, tend to be large and lides, including compounds such as OCN, N(CN) 2 , highly polarizable (''soft'') (44) . The large size results in Au(CN) 2 , C(CN) 3 , and Pt(CN) 4 . Many of these compounds reduced strength of interactions with water, and the net interacted strongly with CFTR, exhibiting not only permeresult of water-water, water-anion, water-guanidinium, ation but also tight binding in the pore and blockade of and anion-guanidinium interactions may, therefore, favor Cl currents. The pseudohalides span a wide range of size binding (34) .
and shape, and their hydration energies are expected to Arginine residues have also been proposed to func-span a correspondingly large range. Smith et al. (143) tion in the binding of Cl to hemoglobin and in the anion found that the permeability ratios measured for these transport protein halorhodopsin. Chiancone et al. (23) compounds in CFTR expressed in Xenopus oocytes used 35 Cl-NMR to implicate an arginine and a histidine ranged from 1 to 8 and were highly correlated with the in Cl binding to hemoglobin. A more dramatic effect is output of an anion-selective electrode, the selectivity of seen in the mutant hemoglobin Rothschild (HbR), in which is dominated by hydration energy. If we take perwhich a tryptophan in the b-subunit is replaced by an meability ratios derived from shifts in E rev , because they arginine (77, 78, 127) . In this mutant, Cl alters oxygen are primarily determined by the peak height of the energy and CO binding, and the basis for effect could be local-barriers to permeation, to measure the ease of entry into ized to a mutation-generated, anion binding site in the pore, then the behavior of the pseudohalides is consiswhich Cl acts as a counterion for the mutant arginine tent with the hypothesis that those anions that are most residue in HbR.
easily dehydrated enter the CFTR pore most readily. The The light-driven anion pump Halorhodopsin cou-binding of the pseudohalides in the pore, as measured by ples light absorption to Cl transport, and two arginines their ability to block Cl flow, was also correlated with have been implicated as possible Cl binding sites (14, ease of dehydration, consistent with the suggestion of 155). If one of these, R108, is removed (R108Q), Cl trans-Collins (25) that ions that exhibit weak interactions with port is completely inactivated, but transport is partially water can be ''pushed'' on to the surface of proteins by restored by exposing the protein to quanidinium (129). water-water interactions. This effect could augment the The authors suggest that external guanidinium binds attractive force due to any hydrogen bond interaction benear residue 108 and restores the Cl binding by mimick-tween the pseudohalide and amino acid residues, like argiing the hydrogen bonding interaction of the original ar-nine, so that the polyatomic anion could displace water ginine.
interacting with the side chain. With regard to CFTR, the circumstantial evidence favoring a possible role for arginine residues in anion bind-4. Iodide permeation ing must be interpreted with caution for a number of reasons. First, it has been demonstrated (101) that the In any survey of the permeation of monatomic and polyatomic anions through CFTR, iodide stands out as CFTR mutations (e.g., G314Q or G314E) result in CFTR channels that exhibit markedly reduced anion binding, exhibiting some unique, or perhaps exaggerated, properties. The ion initially attracted attention because P I /P Cl despite the fact that a full complement of naturally occurring arginines is retained. Second, it has been pointed (derived from E rev values) is sensitive to amino acid substitution in the TM. 6), who focused on basic residues in TM 1, 6, and 10 state, the permeability sequence was P I ú P Br ú P Cl ú P F , i.e., that expected for a weak site channel, whereas that they reasoned might be important for anion selectivity. They compared the effects of substituting acidic for in the blocked state, the sequence was P Br ú P Cl ú P I ú P F similar to that reported by Anderson et al. (6) . This basic residues on P Na /P Cl as well as on the relative anion permeability and conductance seen with substitution of observation is particularly interesting in light of the disparity in the values reported for P I /P Cl , i.e., 0.4-0.6 (6, Br, I, or F for external Cl in the whole cell patch-clamp configuration. The substitutions examined were K95D 101) or 1.0-2.0 (59, 145, 146). This behavior is consistent with the notion that iodide can reside in the channel with-(TM1), K335E (TM6), R347E (TM6), and R1030E (TM10). None of these substitutions altered P Na /P Cl , which was of out completely blocking anion permeation.
Finkelstein and Cass (55) called attention to the fact the order of 1:10, but two of the substitutions (K95D and K335E) altered the sequence of relative anion permeabilit-that the electrical behavior of planar lipid membranes bathed by iodide-containing solutions may be strongly inies by increasing the ratio for iodide, P I /P Cl . In the wildtype channel, the sequence was Br ú Cl ú I ú F, and P I / fluenced by the presence of polyiodides such as I 3 and I 5 generated by I 0 combining with molecular iodine (I 2 ), but P Cl was Ç0.6. In the two mutant channels, this ratio was increased to Ç1.4, such that the selectivity sequence was their results suggested that the formation of the polyiodides can be effectively eliminated in the presence of a I ú Br ú Cl ú F. These substitutions, particularly K335E, also increased the apparent conductance ratio. The R347E reducing agent like thiosulfate ion. Tabcharani et al. (146) , however, reported that the anomalous behavior of iodide substitution did not alter either the sequence of permeabilities or conductance, although there was the sugges-persisted in the presence of 20 mM thiosulfate, and Smith and Dawson (unpublished data) did not find any effect of tion of an increased relative permeability for I. Overall, the changes in permeability were not remarkable except thiosulfate on the behavior of wild-type CFTR expressed in Xenopus oocytes in the presence of external iodide. for that of iodide. Mansoura et al. (101) obtained similar results using human CFTR expressed in Xenopus oocytes. The P I /P Cl ratio was 0.44 for wild-type CFTR and increased F. Cysteine Accessibility to 1.10 in K335E CFTR and 0.65 in K335D CFTR. These changes in P I /P Cl are even more provocative when viewed from the perspective of the role of hydration energy in A natural extension of the idea of using blockers or permeant ions that bind in the pore to study pore properanion permeation. Smith et al. (143) compared permeability ratios across a panel of monatomic and polyatomic ties is that of actually engineering ''new'' binding sites at locations predicted to be within the pore, and then anions with relative ease of dehydration estimated by means of an anion-sensitive electrode. The correlation determining whether these sites are accessible to molecules that are predicted to enter the pore. The now widely was striking, with all anions following the lyotropic or Hofmeister series, except for iodide. The general pattern used method known as ''cysteine scanning'' offers this tantalizing possibility. The approach relies on the introwas for the permeability ratio, P S /P Cl , to increase with increasing ease of dehydration, but P I /P Cl was lower by a duction of cysteine residues into various locations and the use of polar thiol reagents as probes. Those most factor of 6 from that predicted by its relative hydration energy. The ratio P I /P Cl was increased in K335E CFTR but commonly employed are metals like Hg, Cd, or Ag or derivatives of methane thiosulfonate (MTS) first introwas nevertheless substantially less than that predicted by the general pattern (101).
duced by Kenyon and Bruce (79) . The cysteine-scanning method provides several advantages over using mutageneTabcharani et al. (146) conducted a detailed study of iodide permeation in CHO cells and reported complex sis to substitute residues of varying properties. First, the experiments can usually be designed so that channel propbehavior, which they interpreted in terms of a model that allowed for two states, one in which iodide was able to erties can be directly compared before and after the modifying reaction. Second, the variety of thiol reagents availpermeate relatively freely and another in which iodide bound to the channel in such a way as to block its own able permits the investigator to vary the size and charge of the attached moiety. Finally, the covalent and essentially permeation, but only partially block the movement of Cl. The conversion between the free permeation and bound irreversible nature of the reaction facilitates testing the accessibility of residues in different conformational states states was relatively slow (1-2 min) and under bi-ionic conditions was favored by membrane potentials that of the channel.
Akabas et al. (3) synthesized three charged MTS would tend to drive Cl into the channel and iodide out of the channel. The behavior was eliminated by bathing the derivatives by adding to MTS the negatively charged ethylsulfonate (MTSES 0 ) or the positively charged ethychannel in solutions of high ionic strength or symmetric iodide. Importantly, the two states were characterized by lammonium ( MTSEA 0 ) or ethyltrimethylammonium (MTSET S65 portion of the molecule is added in the form R-S-residue predicted on the basis of an a-helix. Thus, for at least one-half of the predicted physical distance, the rates SCH 2 CH 2 X where X represents SO . The strategy is based were largely voltage independent. There was, however, a striking change in behavior with residue (T)351C. The on the presumption that the desired reaction will take place only in a polar environment or ''water accessible ''on'' rates for this construct behaved as if the blocking reagents were seeing Ç75% of the membrane voltage (for surface'' because 1) the reaction requires ionization of the SH moiety and 2) the charged form of the reagent would MTSES 0 ; Ç50% for MTSET 0 ). Interestingly, the apparent distance for (R)352C appeared to be less than that for 351, be most likely to access the channel via a polar route. Ideally, therefore, the probe is most likely to react with but actually increased for (Q)353C, leading the authors to speculate that the cytoplasmic end of TM6 may loop up cysteines that are exposed in the ''lining'' of the pore, which is reasonably presumed to be a water-filled space. into the channel such that R352 is more extracellular than T351. The authors also compared the selectivity of the The bulk and charge of the added group creates the reasonable expectation that such a reaction would modify access process by comparing the access rate of MTSES 0 and MTSET 0 to the ratio of the reaction rates for these the conduction properties of the pore. Akabas et al. (3) used this approach to scan TM1 of CFTR by determining two compounds in solution with b-mercaptoethanol. This value is Ç0.08, presumably due to the repulsion of the the accessibility of cysteines substituted individually for nine consecutive residues. The macroscopic conductance negatively charged MTSET 0 and the ionized thiol group, R-S 0 . Compared in this way, the initial half of the predue to the activation of wild-type CFTR in Xenopus oocytes was unaffected by the external application of either dicted TM exhibited no selectivity, but at (T)351C, the selectivity jumped up to Ç15. It was reduced to Ç2 in the MTSES 0 or MTSEA 0 , suggesting that none of the 17 cysteines in the protein was accessible from the outside in (R)352C construct and increased to 25 in the (Q)353C
construct. The authors conclude that the ''selectivity filthis condition. In three TM1 mutants, G91C, K95C, Q98C, all of which fall on the same face of a predicted TM1 a-ter'' is close to the cytoplasmic end of the pore and that R352 may play a role in determining charge selectivity for helix, the conductance was irreversibly altered by either MTSES 0 or MTSEA 0 . CFTR. The results obtained from cysteine scanning studies Akabas and Cheung (2) examined residues in TM6 and reported that of 24 cysteine-substituted constructs, 9 are provocative, but there are several important caveats with regard to their interpretation. Any interpretation of exhibited inhibition of CFTR conductance when exposed to either MTSES 0 or MTSEA 0 . The cationic reagent also the results in terms of pore structure relies on the assumption that the only water-accessible surface at which engiproduced inhibition in one construct (I331C) in which the anionic MTSES 0 did not. Three residues, R334C, R347C, neered cysteines can react with the charged MTS reagents in the pore interior. The potential flaw in this assumption and R352C, were also inhibited by the larger cation MTSET 0 . One construct, I344C, exhibited an increase in was elegantly demonstrated by Horn and co-workers (163) who showed that cysteine residues engineered into conductance when exposed to MTSEA 0 . The pattern of apparent accessibility was not compatible with simple a-the S4 segment of the voltage-dependent Na channel were accessible from either the extracellular or the cytoplasmic helical secondary structure; although seven of the residues deemed accessible lay on one side of a predicted side and that the reaction resulted in profound gating effects without altering conduction. Thus this segment helix, two (Q353 and K335) lay on the opposite side.
In a subsequent study, Cheung and Akabas (22) apparently exists in a water-filled crevice or ''gating pore'' that is distinct from the permeation path. Although there showed that the rates of reaction of MTSES 0 and MTSET 0 with cysteines engineered into TM6 were voltage depen-appears to be evidence that MTS reagents interact with cysteine-substituted CFTR, the mechanism(s) by which dent in a manner expected if the access process required electrodiffusional movement through a portion of the these interactions lead to changes in function has not been investigated. If the action of these compounds is membrane field, and they used the voltage dependence of the rate of inhibition to calculate the apparent ''electrical confined to the pore, then the fact that significant conduction remains after the irreversible reaction has taken distance'' of the TM6 cysteines from the outside of the channel. This calculation, based on the approach of Wood-place, must be taken as evidence that the conduction pathway is not occluded, but instead only modified so that the hull (161), measures the fraction of the total membrane potential required to account for the effect of V m on the time-average ion transit time is reduced. The deposition of nonoccluding, charged moieties in the channel lumen access rate. For the first five accessible residues, (L)333C, (R)334C, (K)335C, (F)337C, and (S)341C, the voltage de-might be predicted to alter selectivity and, perhaps, to produce rectification in the i-V relation due to accumulapendence of the on rate for either MTSES 0 or MTSET membrane segments raises the possibility that attaching peptide backbone that can only come from a three-dimensional structure. the MTS moiety to engineered cysteines could alter macroscopic currents via an effect on gating or activation.
All of this reminds one of Pogo's problem of being ''surrounded by insurmountable opportunity.'' It is far This latter possibility could be important with regard to the action of at least one of the compounds in question, from obvious that one can ever really defeat the inherent complexity of protein structure using this type of analysis MTSEA 0 , which has been shown to cross cell membranes readily (70) . Another concern, as pointed out by Cheung alone. In the absence of structures for channel proteins, however, it has been possible to draw useful inferences and Akabas (22) , is that the effect of the cysteine substitution may, itself, cause a profound change in protein con-about specific structural features of channel proteins using this approach. Noteworthy among these are inferences formation that could influence the accessibility of a particular residue to MTS reagents. Another possibility is that derived concerning the location and functional significance of reentrant loops for the pore properties of cationan engineered cysteine may form a disulfide linkage within the protein leading to dramatic structural changes selective channels (98, 99) . Success in any such venture is contingent on developing a mutagenesis strategy that (81, 82) . It will be of interest to see the results of studies in which the properties of the cysteine-substituted and recognizes the inherent problems of interpretation.
A prudent mutagenesis strategy would include some the thiol-modified channels, which retain 50% or more of their conductance, are studied in detail.
of the following precautions: 1) a comprehensive set of functional assays should be employed to characterize mutants and to examine the trends in changes across a panel
VI. STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF THE
of substitutions at a single site. A comprehensive set of CONDUCTION PATH assays permits some assessment of the specificity of the functional change. For example, does a substitution alter both conduction and gating? The more specific the func-A. Mutagenesis: Predictions and Pitfalls tional change, the less likely that an amino acid substitution has effected some cataclysmic, global change in protein conformation. 2) Comparing effects across a panel Site-directed mutagenesis has been widely employed as a means of obtaining information about the functional of mutations permits some inference about which property of the residue (size, polarity, charge) is critical to the significance of amino acid residues in a protein. In the case of ion channels, this approach is utilized in conjunc-observed change and also provides some control for the effects of certain substitutions on protein expression. It tion with what is generally minimal information about the structure of the folded protein so that inferences about is important to compare mutants at the site of interest with other mutations at distant sites, again to judge the structure must be derived from changes in function. This so-called ''structure-function'' strategy would appear to specificity of the effect.
3) It is important to develop some model for the structure or the process to use in interprehave the potential for producing penetrating insights into the inner workings of ion channels, because one can com-ting the data. The process of ion conduction, for example, can be modeled using rate theory or continuum apbine the ability to alter protein structure one amino acid at a time with the ability to measure with exquisite preci-proaches. The resulting energy barrier profiles are not equivalent to structural information, but they do provide sion the functional properties associated with ion conduction and channel gating. The ability to resolve the proper-a framework for systematizing and comparing the results of different mutants for consistency. Similarly, even the ties of a single ion channel with high resolution in real time would seem to maximize the potential for obtaining most primitive structural model, such as that provided by the channels formed by designed peptides or gramicidin, useful information. The rush of enthusiasm that one initially feels for this process is rapidly tempered, however, provides at least some basis for placing results in a zerothorder structural context. by the sobering realization that mutation-induced changes in function often provide little direct insight into structural features of the folded proteins. One issue is the B. Predictions for the Pore sphere of influence of the mutations. The aim of a ''sitedirected'' approach is to implicate specific regions of a protein in specific aspects of function, but if a change at
As a prelude to a survey of the effects on CFTR conduction properties of amino acid substitutions in the site A results in a conformational change at site B, which is distant from site A, then the spatial information is lost. transmembrane segments, it is useful to recapitulate some general expectations for anion-selective pores that Even if the amino acid substitutions may be judged to be very local in their effects, a detailed interpretation of the emerge from the material considered in the preceding sections. The design considerations articulated by Levitt functional consequences may require detailed information about the relation of residue A to nearby residues in the (90) 
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a wide variety of anion selective channels, lead us to ex-channel, the inner sphere waters that coordinate K in aqueous solution are replaced by the carbonyl oxygens of pect that anion-selective permeation is strongly influenced by anion-water interactions and that discretely placed the peptide backbone of a segment of the so-called ''p loop.'' With regard to selectivity, the structure confirms positively charged amino acids, particularly arginines, may be used to encourage anion permeation and chase earlier suggestions that the key to selecting K, over the smaller Na, is the optimal fit (7) provided by the geometry away cations. The relative lack of selectivity of anion channels may be related to the difficulty in dehydrating of the tetrahedral cage of oxygen ligands. The strong interaction of the K ion with these oxygens compensates for Cl, the principal anion of physiological interest. Finally, although the basis for interaction between anions and the the energy required to strip off water molecules, perhaps in a stepwise fashion (24, 32, 49) , as the ion enters the pore is not well understood, there seems ample reason to speculate that the same arginines that may be placed so pore. Thus the reduced barrier to entry into the pore is a reflection of the stabilization of the ion within the channel. as to encourage anion entry into the pore may contribute in some way to binding sites, particularly for nonphysio-Cations larger than K have smaller hydration energies but also weaker interaction with channel and, hence, lower logical anions such as SCN that, when the net result of ion-water, ion-site, site-water, and water-water interac-permeability. Ions smaller than K have either the same or smaller interactions with the channel but larger hydration tions are considered, may be more likely than Cl to stick to the ''walls'' of the channel.
energies so that they are prevented from entering. The pattern of halide selectivity of CFTR differs pheThus we might envision the following zeroth-order picture of an anion conduction path. A pore could be nomenologically from the pattern of cation selectivity of the K channel in several important ways. First, if the performed by an antiparallel array of transmembrane segments. Bormann et al. (13), for example, envisioned the meability ratios P S /P Cl are expressed as the difference in barrier height in units of DG/RT, this energy is seen to pore of the GABAR channel as being lined by portions of five helices packed so as to provide a channel lumen of vary as a monotonic function of 1/r, i.e., the larger the anion, the more readily it enters the channel compared Ç5.8 Å in diameter. Depending on the prevailing ionic conditions, we would expect to find that the channel was with Cl. The larger the ion, the smaller is the difference between the ion-water and ion-channel interaction eneroccupied by anions and water molecules. The water permeability of CFTR demonstrated by Hasegawa et al. (65) gies (91) . The ability of anions to act as blockers of Cl flow increases with increasing size, consistent with the is consonant with this picture. To enter the channel, an anion must displace water, and the entry process might notion that larger, more weakly hydrated anions tend to stick more tightly in the channel than Cl. This stickiness be imagined in terms of the sort of thermodynamic cycle utilized by Dorman et al. (43) to model permeation in the impedes flow of the anion except at relatively high symmetric concentrations (147). Thus we see that the K changramicidin pore, i.e., one that takes into account anionwater, anion-channel, water-channel, and water-water in-nel and the anion channel, CFTR, operate on different principles. In the former, the cation of physiological imteractions. Once inside the pore, the anion would compete with water and other anions for interactions with the pep-portance, K, is the most highly permeant and also interacts most strongly with the channel. The potentially negative tide backbone or the pore-lining side chains like the guanidinium groups of arginines, that are arrayed in a effect on conduction of the strong cation-channel interaction (required to overcome the energy of dehydration) is specific structural context that favors the binding of anions like SCN. mitigated by repulsive effects that enhance K mobility within the selectivity filter. In the CFTR pore, the ion of It is instructive to compare the selectivity properties of CFTR with those of the bacterial K channel, for which physiological importance is one of the least permeant and also one of the least tightly bound. Larger anions that the permeation mechanism has been clarified by visualizing the three-dimensional structure of the selectivity filter enter the channel more readily than Cl are, however, retarded in their transit due to binding within the channel. (45). In the K channel, a plot of permeability ratios is a nonmonotonic function of the inverse of ionic radius, i.e., Cs ú Rb, K úú Na, Li. [The inverse of the ionic radius C. Sensing Changes in Pore Architecture is a natural choice for such a plot because the energy of ion interaction with a polarizable medium varies with the inverse of ionic radius (12, 124).] The permeabilities of In its simplest form, the object of any structure-function analysis of the conduction path of CFTR is to deterthe two larger cations, Cs and Rb, are less than or equal to K, whereas those of the two smaller, Na and Li, are mine which amino acids are important for maintaining the unique functional properties of the pore. The use of orders of magnitude less. Evidence from the crystal structure, viewed in light of studies of the K selectivity of multiple functional assays to test for possible changes in pore structure naturally raises the question of whether axonal membranes (11), antibiotics (24, 40, 49) , and more recent mutagenesis (66) strongly suggest that, within the any one of these may be more sensitive than others to S68 changes in pore architecture brought about by mutations. summary, not only of the sorts of structural elements that are available within the TM to construct a pore, but also If so, this assay or functional property might be chosen as the most useful screening tool with which to select of the activity that has been directed at perturbing these elements and noting functional consequences. We will use particular mutants for detailed analysis. Mansoura et al. (101) addressed this question by comparing the impact of this diagram to provide an overview of the results of porerelated structure-function studies which, although at an a limited set of mutations in TM1, TM5, and TM6 on four properties: permeability ratios derived from E rev values, early stage, provide some tantalizing glimpses of possible major players in pore structure and also suggest that the conductance ratios seen with substitute anions, shape of the macroscopic i-V curve, and the sensitivity of mutants architecture of CFTR may reflect some of the design considerations discussed above. We discuss the TM in their to dose-dependent activation by IBMX in the presence of forskolin. This survey of 11 CFTR mutations at three sites apparent order of importance, with the caveat that, at this juncture, only a few residues and TM have been systematisuggested that ion binding by CFTR, as measured by the influence of substitute ions on CFTR conductance, was cally investigated.
If the TM diagram in Figure 5 is viewed as a web site, much more sensitive than either permeability ratios or i-V shape to changes in pore structure. Because of its rela-then it is apparent that there have been a lot of hits on TM6, so that this TM emerges as the most studied and, at tively tight binding in the CFTR pore, SCN proved to be the most valuable probe. Mutations in TM5 and TM6 dra-this stage therefore, the TM with the most clearly demonstrable importance to CFTR pore properties. Tabcharani matically reduced the binding of SCN relative to Cl, whereas the same mutations produce little or no effect et al. (147) demonstrated that TM6 is important for anion binding by CFTR. As discussed in section IIID, block of on permeability ratios. Permeability ratios turned out to be the property that tended to be the least affected by Cl currents by SCN and the anomalous mole fraction effect, both indicative of tight binding of SCN in the CFTR mutations generally. This result is in accord with the notion that anion permeability ratios, which to a first approx-pore, were altered by substitution for basic residues in TM6, K335, and R347. The results obtained with R347D imation measure how easy it is for an anion to enter the channel, are determined by the difference between the were the most dramatic. This substitution abolished the anomalous mole fraction effect and SCN block, both reenergy required to dehydrate the anion and some stabilization energy that is the consequence of a general interac-sults indicative of a reduced affinity (relative to Cl) for SCN binding in the pore. The pH-dependent behavior of tion of the anion with the pore that is not highly dependent on the details of channel structure. The more dramatic an R347H construct suggested that a positive charge at this locus was important for high-affinity SCN binding. In effect of mutations on anion binding suggests that permeant anions can interact with the channel sufficiently confirmation of these results, Smith and Dawson (unpub- lished data) found that blockade of CFTR by external strongly to impede conduction rates but that the ''tight binding'' is dependent on some element of pore conforma-SCN was abolished in R347E and also in R347Q CFTR, confirming the importance of the positive charge at this tion that is not critical to promote the entry of anions into the pore. The impact of mutations that influenced anion site. In a subsequent study, Linsdell and Hanrahan (93) showed that block by DIDS and DNDS was attenuated in binding on channel structure was underscored by the finding that the dose-dependent activation of TM5 and the R347D CFTR.
Tabcharani et al. (147) found that the anomalous TM6 mutants by IBMX in the presence of forskolin was moderately to severely impaired, as if TM 5 and 6 are also mole fraction effect of SCN was reduced but not eliminated in a K335D construct. Mansoura et al. (101) conintimately involved in the process of opening the channel.
firmed that SCN binding was reduced but not eliminated in K335D and E CFTR and showed that simply deleting D. Structural Elements That Are Important for the charge (K335A) was without effect. K335 and R347 Pore Properties had been implicated by Anderson et al. (6) in CFTR anion selectivity, but this study focused primarily on permeability ratios so that, as discussed above, the changes were Figure 5 shows the TM of CFTR represented as an antiparallel, linear alignment of the amino acids predicted less dramatic than those seen with SCN binding. R352 in TM6 was implicated by Cheung and Akabas (2, 22) in to lie within or near TM 1-12. Structure-function studies of CFTR have focused on the TM, there being thus far cysteine-scanning studies, and Smith and Dawson (unpub- lished data) showed that SCN block is also markedly reno compelling evidence for a role for reentrant loops in forming the anion-selective pore (29, 140) . Indicated in duced in this construct.
McCarty et al. (104) used DPC block of CFTR to assay Figure 5 are residues that have been substituted and which of these are sites of patient mutations. Also shown the effects of mutations in TM6 and TM12. Substituting an alanine for serine-341 in TM6 virtually abolished the is the polarity and charge of each residue. The diagram is clearly not a structure, but it does provide a concise voltage-dependent block by DPC seen at negative volt-ages, whereas substitution of the polar threonine pro-that promote the strong interaction with the linear, polyatomic SCN anion. This result argues against the notion duced an intermediate effect. The single-channel conductance of S341A was reduced to Ç1 pS, and the macro-that anion binding might be a generalized feature of bundles of a-helices containing arginines, although Dorman scopic i-V relation became slightly inwardly rectifying, suggesting to the authors that this polar amino acid may et al. (43) , in their analysis of a model for ion permeation in the gramicidin channel, suggested that anion interacbe pore-lining and also constitute a binding site for DPC, via hydrogen bonding with the -OH group. An analogous tions with the peptide backbone of this model system might produce energy minima that would behave as bindsubstitution in TM12 (S1141A) did not alter anion conduction or DPC block but, if residues surrounding S1141 were ing sites. One speculation is that TM5 and TM6 are both part of the ''lining'' of the pore such that the charged altered so as to match those surrounding S341 and then combined with the S341A mutation, binding was restored, residues in TM6 and the exact conformation of TM5 are both strong determinants of the types of interaction that as if the binding site had been ''moved to TM12.'' The authors predicted that residues in TM6 and TM12 lying a permeating anion may experience with the pore wall.
This tentative assignment of roles in pore formation to closer to the extracellular end of the pore might interact with the other phenyl ring of DPC. One of these was K335 TM5 and TM6 is supported by the fact that these TM are also the sites of the largest number of patient mutations. Dawson (unpublished data) indicate that both may be to pore properties. The K335E construct was identical to wild type with regard to apparent affinity for DPC but did important for the conformational changes that gate the pore. display slight inward rectification. Substituting the phenylalanine (K335F) led to a modest decrease in DPC binding
Transmembrane segment 1 has been the subject of several studies that have not produced consonant results. and did not alter the i-V relation. In TM12, substituting a phenylalanine for T1134 increased the apparent affinity As many as three basic residues (as well as one acidic residue) lie in or near TM1, and mutating one of them, for DPC, as expected if DPC binding was stabilized by introducing the more hydrophobic residue. This substitu-K95, to aspartic acid (K95D) increased P I /P Cl (6). A patient mutation, P99L, was associated with reduced single-chantion reduced the single-channel conductance by Ç30%.
The effects of site-directed mutations in TM6 on nel conductance (138) . In addition, Akabas et al. (3) identified three TM1 residues, G91, K95, and Q98, as accessible anion permeation and block strongly suggest that this TM plays an important role in the formation of the anion-to MTS reagents in the respective cysteine-substituted constructs. A deletion construct, however, lacking TM1 selective pore of CFTR. Its four basic residues (K355, R334, R347, R352) recall the design criteria for anion se-was reported by Carroll et al. (20) to exhibit conduction and gating properties similar to wild-type CFTR. In addilectivity (see sect. IV), and in view of the roles of arginines in anion binding in other proteins (see sect. VE2), it is tion, Mansoura et al. (101) found that neutral (G91A), acidic (G91E), and basic (G91R) substitutions in this TM tempting to suggest that this TM might actually line the pore as suggested by the voltage-dependent accessibility had no effect on SCN binding or the sensitivity of the constructs to activation by IBMX, although the shape of of some TM6 residues to MTS reagents (see sect. VF). Linsdell and Hanrahan (92, 93) suggested that the cyto-the i-V plot was altered for G91R.
Transmembrane segment 2 has been implicated in plasmic face of the CFTR pore may contain a relatively wide ''vestibule'' that permits the entry not only of SCN the conduction properties of CFTR directly and indirectly.
Sheppard et al. (137) reported that R117H CFTR exhibited but also of larger pore-occluding molecules such as DPC, DIDS, and organic anions (see sect. V).
a slightly reduced single-channel conductance but produced a substantial reduction in open probability. OblattBy the criterion of anion binding, TM5, although less studied than TM6, emerges as a potentially important Montal et al. (111) used planar bilayers to assay the propensity of individual peptides modeled after CFTR TM structural element in the CFTR pore. Mansoura et al. (101) studied the consequences of substitutions for G314, also to form channels. Transmembrane segment 2 and TM6 sequences formed anion-selective channels in bilayers, the site of two patient mutations, and found that SCN block of CFTR was abolished in G314E and G314Q CFTR, whereas peptides based on TM1, TM3, TM4, and TM5 did not. Mixtures of the TM2 and TM6 peptides produced moderately impaired in G314A CFTR, and unaffected in G314D CFTR. In the aggregate, these results suggest that channels of intermediate single-channel conductance, suggesting a heteroligomeric structure. The latter result glycine-314 in TM5 is important for anion binding by CFTR and that the presence, per se, of arginine residues such as is not unexpected in view of the design criteria reviewed in section IV; both TM2 and TM6 peptides contain basic R347 is not sufficient to produce anion binding. If anionarginine interactions are responsible for anion binding, residues at or near the ends. The positive results obtained using this approach with TM2 and TM6 are intriguing, but then presumably the structure of TM5 is an important determinant of the conformational features of the pore the negative results obtained with other TM are more S71 difficult to interpret and do not negate a role for these to provide meaningful insights into the structure of the pore. TM in forming the pore of the intact protein.
Evidence for involvement of the remaining nine TM nel activity, although single-channel conductance was reduced by Ç30%. Sheppard et al. (136) reported that a D836X CFTR comprising only the first six TM, NBF1, and REFERENCES the R domain gave rise to channels activated by ATP and protein kinase A that exhibited a single-channel conduc- in a detail sufficient to determine if the reported channel A71, 1996. activity is a reflection of a protein conformation that is if, instead, such activity is the result of some novel confor- 14865-14868, 1994. mation that can only be attained in the truncated proteins. 
